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LITERARY. 
THE PURITAN IN AMERICAN CIVILIZA-
TION. 
BY R, W. OLMSTED. 
er-HE analysis of structure offers to all clasrns 
of students a boundless field for investiga-
tion aud thought. 
A short time ago, at Plymouth, Mass., a solid 
granite monument WR'> appropriately dedicated. 
Upon the octagonal pedPstal stands the figure of 
faith, one foot rnsting upon Plymouth Rock. In 
the left hand is an open Bible, while the uplift-
ed hand points heavenward. From four faces 
of the pedestal project buttresses, upon each of 
which is a figure of lwroic size repn•seuting 
Morality, Education, ]'reedom and Law. These 
figures, together with the figure of Faith on the 
summit, typify the principles of the original 
American colonists. The inscription on the 
main shaft reads: ·'National monument to the 
forefathers, erected by a grateful people in re-
membrance of their labors, sacrifices and suffer-
ings for the cause of civil and religious liberty." 
Thinking of this there arises in our minds a 
picture of a yet grander structure-the grandest 
the world has ever seen ; a structure built 1.1p 
under nature's laws-mankind the material, God 
the Architect. ThiR magnificent social struc-
ture was foundeu by Pilgrim Fathers, framed 
by Revolutionary patriots, perfected by heroes 
in a civil strife and stands to-day upon the pin-
nacle of the world's civilization. It is composed 
of elements mutually supported and bound to-
gether, anct these elements are represented by 
the beautiful figures upon this physical struc-
ture. 
In looking at our nation to-day we find our 
selves occupying almost a grand division of the 
earth. living happier, better, more intelligent 
lives than the people of any other nation on the 
globe, and, above all, enjoying permanent free-
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dom .. Let us therefore look for the cau~es of 
these unrestrained blessings and determine the 
present condition of these elements. 
Our faith is not a grovelling superstitious 
idolatry, but with almost universal consent we 
have maintained a belief in christianity. 
Our morals will compare favorably with those 
of other nations. Many nations are encumbered 
with the most vicious habits and practices from 
which we are entirely free,-especially is this 
true of our confidence in the sacred, purifying 
influences of the home. 
Of our education we are justly proud. It re-
quires but little knowledge of the educational 
i;ystems of different nations to know that no-
where is the diffusion of knowledge so general 
as it is in our own country. 
or our freedoru we boast, and why not? 
Where is the American who will exchange his 
rights and privileges for those of the Euglish-
mau, the Frenchmau, or the Germau? 
In our Jaws we glory. They are of us, for us 
and by us. We respect and obey them and so 
perpetuate our republican form of government. 
Ent we observe that dangers tl1reate11 us. 
Our horizon is never clear. Look to that beau-
tiful figure of Faith! fa all tranquil? Me-
thin,rs she hears the clash of battle around her; 
hear;; silver tongued orators importuning the 
people to forsake her; hears the di:;cordant 
wrangling in her own ranks. 
Formiug against morality we st e an enemy. 
To both rndividuals and nations great prosperity 
has a detrimental tendency. "Our nation is 
ruined 1f we become too prosperous." Through-
out all the land the great masses of our yot\lh 
are neglecting the real things of life while clias-
ing the bubble of pleasure, sometimes compara-
tive!:,· harmless, often ruiuous. No other nation 
affords snch ample opportuuilies for unprinci-
pled ambition and avarice as does our own 
r,ountry. 
Passing to education we are euclined to feel 
more conflde11t. Let us see. Think of the tens 
of thousands of illiterate voters who wield the 
scepter of popular government in our country 
to-da.,·. Many cities have euacted Jaws compel-
ling the unguided youth to atte11d the schoo!H; 
yet have you observed the difficulties be:;etting 
the practical enforcemeut of those Jaws? 
Throughout the sunnier portion of our land 
is an awful cloud-the brilliant light of knowl-
edge has not yet penetrated its dark foldh ; 
moreover it is of itself inert, and worse still it 
is surrounded by a mighty formidable barrier of 
human prejudice defying progress and thus nur-
turing vice and contention. The question arises, 
shall we educate the negro and thus solve "The 
Southern Question" of to.day? 
Freedom is bought with blood; 1t is the jewel 
of mankind, and like all jewels ueeds to be care-
fully guarded. As American people we claim 
to have by reason of the high degree of our gen-
eral intelligence and long experience under a 
popular form of government, the beRt judgment 
as to what will secure the highest degree of uni-
form freedom to all as Nature her,elf would 
seem to ordain it. So when we ~ee an inferior 
people landing on our shores, proclaimi11g doc-
trines which if accepted would anuihilate evPry 
vestige of onr present social organizatio11, we 
should interest ourselves to counteract a11y i11-
flue11ce which might he exerted by a force so de-
strnctive ht its very aspect. 
But a greater danger from internal sources 
manifests itself. In some parts of our natiou 
it is acting const,mtly, in others periodically. 
'l'he ballot in the hands of American citizens 
is a privilege and a power which in theory bows 
to no higher authority; and it is a force which 
should act with fric:tion at a minimum, other-
wise it may become so accelernted in its mbap-
plication as to take from us the very freedom of 
which it is a part. 
The greatest social question in our nation to-
day is, '· How shall we prevent the usf' of intoxi-
cating liquors as a beverage?" The difticulty lies 
in the means to tbe end. High license, prohibi-
tion and Jaws punishing the consume1 are all in 
a very large df'gree ineffective. Tales of woe, 
piteous appeals, rivers of bloo<l, tons of wasted 
production pass before our vision. Who will 
come to tt.e rescue? 
In thinking of the great industrial world of 
to-day, we observe that its dimem,ious are iu-
creasiug at an enormous rate; the d1ve1·silica-
tion of labor is carried to an extreme. In secur-
ing au enormous productiou, evidences of social 
deg1 adation are being manifested. Labor is not 
a commodity and m11st uot be treated as such. 
The near future will witness a bitter agitation 
of questions pertaining to a revolutiou in indus-
try. The outcome is uncertain. 
Law is our chief cornerstone. Through it 
freedom of conscience was made possible; 
th10ugh it morality fo1111d strong support; 
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tlirough it education a11d freedom were estab-
lished, and by it they have all beeu maintained. 
Law is moulded by the other elemeuts. If they 
are strong our laws will be good, if they are 
weak our laws will be bad. 
Such being the destructive iufluence~ at 
work in our social structure to-day, we may ask: 
Are the elements of our strncture, the supports 
of our government, sufficiently strong to with-
stand the pernicious effects exerted by these 
forces r 
Let us turn back the pages of h ic tory. We 
read of the firing 011 Fort Sumter. We are awed 
as we see the great n,ut in the structure divid-
ing it iuto nearly equal halves. Without uoting 
the elements separately let us thiuk oi their 
combiued influence at !his time. The elements 
have now become highly developed. They have 
turned the eyes of the nation back upon itself. 
The few, maiuly from sturdy New England, 
slarnl firm to their couvictious. A!!'itation com-
mences. It goes ou and ou with rapidly accel-
urati11g force. Thousands are couverted iu a 
day. Thomands see as they never have before 
that this is not in reality "LIie laud <>f the free." 
'1\,ns of thousandH, aye, millious ~ee that human 
~lavery is one of the mm,t firmly rooted i11,tit11-
tions in our great commonwealth. The awful 
war-cloud rolls over our nation. The abolitiou-
i~t cries "11ow or IJever." Lee surreuder~. The 
11atio11 is restored and Lwo uf the greatest ques-
tious that ever agitated the American people 
are forever ~elt!Pd. The <loctrine of states 
right'> is dead. Human slavery within our bor-
ders is no more. 
Let us turn back the pages of history rap-
idly. George Washington inaugurated first 
preside11t of the United States. The grandest 
codP of laws upon which a goverumeut was ever 
founded has been adopted by thirteen states. 
Immediately preceding is au eight years war of 
inexpressible sufferi11g. Ahead are all the uu-
certaiIJties of an untried future. It is not obvi-
ous that all the elements of the structure were 
prominent in the public affairs at tho,e times of 
deepest anxiety, which moulded the present con-
dition of our existence? 
But once more we turn back the pages of his-
tory. Dec. 21, 1620, the pilgrims landrd at 
Plymouth Rock. 1t is here we must stop. It 
is at this shrine we mu~t do reverence. With 
this persecuted people came faith sublime; with 
them came frPedom and law inseparable; with 
them came morality and education, mutually 
helpful and absolutely necessary to make law 
regnant and liberty permanent. 
Methinks 1 see the Mayflower now lying at 
anchor. What a miserable solitary ship she is! 
What a voyage ~he has undergone! 1 see the 
little band landing on ice-clad Plymouth Rock. 
They are on a nf'.w continent surrounded by 
nature in her wildest forms. Before them is a 
long, dreary winter of untold privations and 
suffering. Settling down upon them is famine, 
disease and death, but they shrink not. What 
a noble sacrifice for principle! History furnish-
es no parallel of such sublime devotion to a con-
ception of truth~ 
Again, I see a nation building upon their 
virtues. I see the influence of their lives upon 
four million patr.iotic colonists struggling to es-
tablish a government on a sound basis. 
Another picture, and we are upon the most 
dreadful of all scenes-civil war. Yet behind 
this outwarct show of dire calamity I see the 
virtues of a parent Rtock purifving society and 
government and lifting humanity to a higher 
plane of actiou. 
To-day I see these mighty forces dissemina-
ted throughout millions of our people from lakP. 
to gulf, from ocean to ocean. They are speaking 
to us in poetry aud song; from the pulpit and 
the press; through the author and legislator. 
In them we have trusted; in them we trust. 
THE PURITAN AND CAVALIER. 
BY s. w. NAYLon, Topeka, Kan. 
[Awarded First Price at lllter-state Contest] 
CJ'HE Puritan and the Cavalier colliding form-
ed modern England; uniting esta1J1isbed 
our republic. The Cavalier sprang from chiv-
alry, the flower of feudalism, a chivalry fostered 
by caste and maintained by princes. He de-
fended the king agairn:;t usurpation of power by 
party or sect; be upheld the royal prerogatiye. 
The Puritan was born of freedom of thought and 
action. His awakened conscience revolted 
against the power of caste in church and state; 
he combined religious independence with civil 
liberty. Law incarnate in royalty was the em-
bodiment of cavalieism; law and liberty the 
basis of puritanism. 
While the Cavalier was reinstating the mon-
archy overthrown by Cromwell, the Puritan was 
founding our republic. Subsequently, however, 
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the ()availer imprinted his vigor and stateman-
ship upon our constitution and declaration of 
rights. Ili8 lofty principles of liberty were ac-
companied by irrepressible buoyance and kinght-
ly gallantry. "He kuew how to live gracefully, 
fight stoutly and die honorably." With austero 
face and uncharitable mein, Puritan of New 
England stands upon the canvas of history a 
sombre, ungraceful figure, void of the delicate 
coloring-s of gentleness and forms of politeness. 
His character was an example of simple, rugged, 
but genuine manhond. His doctrine read, "Faith 
in God, faith in man. faith in works"-a creed 
ample for this life and that which is to come. 
Threaten rd by a common enem·y, the chivalrous 
Uava!ier of Virgina stood side IJy side with the 
stalwart P11rita11 of New England; Wa5biugton, 
Jefferson, Lee and Patrick Henry; Hancock, 
Green, Putnam, and Adams. Such were the 
characters-refined by the Roman, the French 
and the Norman; tempered by the Angle, the 
Saxon and the Briton-that established our re-
public. 
Poiutiug to the revolutionary soldier, the 
world exclaimed, "An American!" But no, 
the American was not yet. The Puritan and 
the Cavaliflr by the issue of the revolution were 
not amalgamated. Adllering to hereditary traits 
aud inclinations they effected distinctive deve-
lopmeuts. 'l'he Cavalier founded his civilization 
upon caste. With him property was for the few, 
education for the few, labor for the negro. 
Slavery dulled the conscience, impoverished the 
masses, and made a feudal despot of every 
planter. The Puritan, attracted to a climate 
cougenial to his sterling energies, founded his 
civilization upon the cottage home. Follow him 
through the sturdy commonwealths permeated 
by his spirit of progress; see the foundries, fac-
tories, churches, colleges and common schools-
the monuments of material development and 
intellectual freedom. The south, Virginia brand-
ed with the mark of retrog1·essio11; the north, 
Massaclmsetts stamped with the elements of 
progress. Caste, sovereignty and bonded labor 
produced Hayne and Cal11ou11; the excessive 
animus of Hlavery IJrought forth Quautrell's 
band, the Yonker Brothers, aud John Wilkes 
Booth. Free JalJor and free thought developed 
Garrison, Phillips aud-will you deny it~-John 
Brown, who, his great soul burnting with sym-
pathy for the bondmen, dared a natiou, and 
fell-traitor or patriot-a martyr to his couvic-
tions. 
Politically the Puritan and the Cavalier were 
intensely partisan, opposed the one to the other. 
It was well; opposition aud antagonbm underlie 
progress; we recognize greatness by comparison. 
Superiority is worthy of pride in the degree that 
rivals are mutually worthy of re~pect. It mat-
ters very little which party domiuates, but 
which achieves the greatest good. The inherent 
tendencies of the north aud south produced from 
the beginning different interpretatio11s of the 
constitutio11. Individuality developed; iuterest 
widened; thought diverged; opinion ripened in-
to argument, which culmiuated into the mateh-
less delJate of 1830. With all the elegance of rhe-
toric and au ador worthy of a more rigl!Leous 
cause, Robert Hayne then set forth the precepts 
of southern chivalry, :;tate rights andcm;te sov-
ereignty-the mutteriugs of the great relJelliou. 
The reply comes like a thunderbolt. Daniel 
Webster, with loftier geuiu~, more couvinciug/ 
logic and a holier cause, addresse:; a senate II hile 
a nation lhteus. The occasiou grows upou him. 
His great arm rises and falls w ,th the deep 
cadence of hb voice. llis pouderJUS i;e11te11ces 
well up from the full fmwtain or federal uuity. 
He strips from iniquity the sµlemiid gm IJ of 
chivalry aud shatters the fallacies of :,Late 
rights. Then clank the shackles of four mill-
ion slaves; then freedom's 8hout riugs rouud the 
world; then the solemn vow of the great north 
goes thunderiug up to heaveu. •· This U11io11 
i;hall be preserved." 
Pa~tisanship had uow IJecome sectiouali:,m; 
under the former a repul.Jlic is capalJle of the 
highest development; under the latter t:here re-
maius but a step of disunion. In the light llf 
history the question is not " Why should there 
have been war?" but "'How was war so loug 
averted?" 'l'lle uorth and the south, furtitietl 
alike by logic aud eloqueuce, would make 110 
concessiou, accrpt uo compromise. \Var was 
the only arbiter. It comfinned the principles of 
the Puritau, revolutio.11ized the civ1Jizatiou of 
the Cavalier, autl vindicated ouce for all onr free 
institutions. Aud, more, it IJroke dowu parti-
tion walls; it facilitated communication be-
tween the 11orth aIHl the soutl1; it uuified com-
mercial interests. It smoolhetl the way fur 
northern iudu::;try and individuality to permt'ate 
the south a1Jd for genial temperameut aud warm 
hearted hospitality of the south to etJter norlh-
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ern society. It softened prejudices; it quicken-
etl the pnlse of civilization; it enlightened. It 
was good. The civil war was the consecration 
of our republic. For it cut the nerves of sec-
tionalism and buuud the 11orth and south to-
getlwr "ith cords of peace. It made possible 
the ultimate fusion of the Puritan and the 
C,1va\ier temlencie ,. Th,irn the full-rouua,id 
American· character must embody. For a na-
tio11al character must be resultant of those en-
ergies within the nation which are dominant 
aud representative. The Ameriean character 
has 11ot yet come to the citizPn masses, but the 
type has appeared. It is fou11d in him-Cavalier 
l.Jy birth, a Puritan by education -at whose sud-
den taking off strong meu wept like cl!ildreu 
and the national pubP. stood. Yes, '' From the 
union of the Puritan and Cavalier, slow perfect-
ing through a century. from the straightening 
of their purposes and crossing of their blood 
came one who stands as the first typical Ameri-
can, who first comprehended within himself all 
the strength an,l gentleness, all the majesty and 
grace of this republic-Abraham Lincoln. He 
was greater tbau Puritan, greater than Cavalier. 
For in his arde11t nature were fused the virtues 
of both, aud i11 the depths of his great HOU] the 
faults of both were lost." In his type, the ideal, 
we may conceive the real. 
The prestige which the espoused principles 
of a nation have in the world's progress is of 
vital ~ig11itlcauce in the estimatiou of 11ational 
life. To a political, religions and social world 
ruled by caHte aud sect, the declaration that all 
men were cnated equal was aglitteringabwrd-
ity. The diHc0very of the paradox thP.rPin con-
tained has revolntio11ized the worlJ and shaped 
the progress of the uiueteenth century. The 
Hpirit of western liberty breathes upon :France 
a11d the French revolution prepares the way for 
the republic. 'lhe cry of ''Liberty and Equality" 
11erves tlie sinewy frame of the slave of San 
Domingo; he springs into full stature of a man 
and gives the commonwealth an impetus to-
ward the IIaytaiu republic. Democracies rise 
iu Mexico, in South America, in Africa and in 
the islaud,i of the sea. Greece throws off the 
yoke of Ottoman despotism, and limits the im-
penal power, The wonder of to-day is Brazil, 
transformed in a night. Portugal waves be-
tween cabte, power and equal rights. The masses 
of Europe, throbbing with the pulsations of lib-
erty and sinews hardening and knotting for the 
struggle. 
Wait for the dawn of a brighter day. 
To Bn!',P the chain the moment. when they may. 
The world voices the one experimental asser-
tion, now practically a demonstrated truth, all 
men are created equal-not in natural abilities, 
but in the inalienable rights of life, liberty, and 
the pursuits of happiness. 
Superior to the revolutionary is the formative 
element in civilization. Frenzy and fanaticism 
may rebel and overthrow as Robespierre in the 
French revolution ; but sagacity and statesman-
ship create and reform as the Puritan and Cava-
lier, immortolizing their formative forces in the 
development of the United States. To this de-
velopment the energies of both have contribut-
ed. The Puritan has been the tower of strength; 
the cavalier element when antagonistic, like 
friction in an electrical machine, has resisted 
and seemingly hindered but all the while power 
was being accumulated. The influence of the 
Cavalier may be less prominent on the forma-
tion of our republic, but because two parts of 
hydrogen unite with one of oxygen to form 
water, soxygen, therefore, unnecessary? Our 
institutions are so deeply rooted in the perpet-
ual that two centuries- of unrestricted immigra-
tion have not perceptibly changed them. They 
appeal to the noblest qualities in all nationali-
ties ; immigrants assimilate with the type most 
congenial. Aided, therefore, from whatever 
sources, the energies of both Puritan and Cava-
lier will continue to be the vital forces in our 
uational life. With such inherent energies 
stimulating its very fibre, public sentiment is 
not content merely to preserve, but seek reforma-
tion and perfection in continued development. 
One by one the elements discordant with per-
fect national unity are eliminated. Significant 
is the sorrow at the untimely deatll of Georgia's 
son. The head lines read, "Henry W. Grady 
Dead,'' but back of the candid, loyal-hearted 
l.Jrother the north sees the New South. The 
New South, pausing over the grave of her brill-
iant, devoted son, beholds her resources, her 
possibilfties, her privileges and duties-herself, 
as an important fac~orof our nation. The New 
South is wiser than the Old. She is discrimin-
ating as regards her highest good. The inspira-
tion of northern industry courses through her 
veins. The hum of factories and whirr of ma-
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chinery rise like a New England hymn. "There 
was a south of slavery and secession; that south 
is dead. There is a south of union and free-
dom; that south is living, breathing, growing 
every hour." North and south, universal edu-
cation is elevating the masses; the dignity of 
labor is becoming more prevalent, loyalty and 
patriotism, which hold neither section in suspic-
ion and estrangement, are supplanting intoler-
ance. The result is inevitable. 
What of the republic r' The energies and 
virtues of the Puritan and the Cavalier are not 
dead. Dead! They are but straightened and 
strengthened by years of exertion and antagon-
ism. They are wove and knit in the same fabric 
of our commonwealth. They permeate all the 
secret bonds of society ; throb in every pulse of 
our national life, charging it with the tremend-
ous meaning of an ideal republic. \Ye. as a 
people, standing on the vantage ground of in-
comparable achievements, can not but recog»ize 
that man in society, conscience in religion, 
strength and dignity in government, and the 
enternal permanence of individuality, emanated 
from the Puritan and the Cavalier; and that 
vublic opinion, conserving the wisdom and heed-
ing the experience of the past, now moves for-
ward in the path of retorm, conscious that our 
national life must be perfected by interior de-
velopment and progress. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
THE NEW MANUAL OF BOTANY. 
BY L. H, PAMMEL. 
Gihe first edition of this popular work appeared 
..J.., in 1848, early in Dr. Gray's botanical ca-
reer. At di:ffereut periods of his life it became 
necessary for him to revise the work. Ile had 
also intended to revise this editiou, but his death 
iu 1887 prevented its completion. The work 
bas, however, been left in good hands, as the 
hook shows. Not only is the typography excel-
lent I..mt it, is au excellent book for those who 
dekire to become familiar with our flora. The 
descriptions are shorter than in the last edition, 
in closely related species prominent characters 
and are printed in italics, which .adds much to 
its value as a book for students. 
It can be said for the authors of this work that 
they are thoroughly familiar with the flora they 
have described, it is therefore more than 
a compilation. The work embodies a great deal 
of research. The new manual embraces the 
flora as far west as the lOOU1 meridian, where it 
meets Coulter's Rocky Mountain Botany. This, 
with Botany of California and Chapman's Flora 
of the Southern states will now enable students 
to identify most of the plants growing in the 
United States. 
Comparing this manual with the last edit:on 
many changes are noticed. 'l'he eastern botanist 
will find many new names, such as Buffalo Grass 
(Buckle£ dactyloides), of the western plains; 
Engelmannia pinnatijida and Berlandiera Texana 
which occur in the southwest. The common 
Rocky Mountain Glaytonia Ohamissonis occurs 
in eastern Minnesota. The Spiny Nightshade 
(Bolanum rostratum) is an excellent example 
of how a worthless 11ativeof the west has estab• 
Jished itself east of cbe Mississippi and becom-
ing troublesome. The Coneflower ( Rudbeckia 
hirta) has also become a common weed in east-
ern meadow1:1. Another western plant. Euphor-
bia marginata, now large!) cultivated for orna-
ment has established itself in certain locahties 
in the east. 
European weeds are still coming in. The 
Manual gives: The Clover Dodder (Ouscuta 
Epithymum). Should this parasitic weed spread 
it will prove a serious thing to the farmers of 
this country. We cannot in this place refer to 
other iuteresting cases of the distribution of 
plants. From a table we glean the following 
intereisting facts: Of the described Phamogams 
2651 are native, 404 are introduced. Iucludiug 
the Hepaticre or Liverworts which have been 
added to this volume the total numbe:· of plaut:,; 
growing in the region embraced by the manual 
is represented by 963 genera aud 3298 species 
Some introduced plants are omitted. We will 
only mention one, which is not uncommon iu 
the bottoms near St. Louis, MisHouri, Balloo11 
Vine ( Oardiospermum, Halicabum). 
The revisers, Dr. Sereno Watson, Curator of 
the Gray Herbarium, Harvard University, and 
Prof. J. M. Coulter, of Waba~h College have 
done a good service for teachers. Tliis book 
will long remain tile best manual of our flora. 
They have followed so far as they were able 
the views of Dr. Gary. His judgrr;eut 011 
plants of our country is as expressed in 
his ·various writings aud is worth more 
than that of auy other ma11 because hh1 
whole life was spent in a study of our flora. 
The conservatism shown iu nomenclature and 
the arraugemeuts of certain parts do not meet 
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the apprnval of some botanistij. It would be 
presumptuous for me to give an opinion as to 
the correctness of the methods adopted, but I 
will say the arrangement and nomenclature is 
that best suited for the purpose the book is to 
serve, a manual for schools and collegis. 
* * * 
MISSION OF SCIENCE. 
BYW. C. S. 
~OVERNMENT bas two main objects to se-
cm·e: the suppression of crime and the 
rromotion of inuustries. It is in the latter that 
applied science finds its plaine~t and most obvi-
ous line of application, aud its most important 
field is inevitably that of mechanic11. 
Mechanics directs the advancement of the 
world in an astonishingly greater degree than 
than does any other department of science. Ev-
ery industry is largely mecha1iical, nearly all of 
the products of the labor of thP world are given 
form to a greater or Jess extent by mechanism. 
It is applied mechanism that sows and reaps 
our grain, that griuds om· flour, that transports 
it to dome11tic marketR, carries it across the 
ocean to the half-fed people of Europe. It is 
applied mechanics that prepares our cotton for 
the mill, that compres~s the product of acres 
into a bale that may be handled by a single 
strong man, that spius our cotton and wool, 
weaves them iuto cloth, cuts the cloth to pattern 
and gives the garment permanent form. Ap-
plied mechanics gives to the astronomer his tel-
eRcnpe, enables him to calculate the elements 
of the planets and stars, teaches the mariner his 
system of navigation, gives him the ship Lhat he 
thus directs and guides the engineer in his mag-
nificent work of designing the machinery which 
impels the enormous structure. 
The progress of science as seen in her past 
history resembles that of the great steamships 
which are now the embodiment of the most 
woudnful of the results of human intellect 
working through the scientific application of 
mechanics which to-day marks the advance post 
of civilization. In the building of the steamer 
long weeks are spent in the preparation of plans, 
in the calculation of proportions and in the de-
termination of the form in which the enormous 
masses of iron are to be grouped ;_ months are 
Rpent in gathering the materials together which 
are to be given shape in the great vessel and 
which are to be cast, turned, planed and forged 
into the pieces composing the mighty engines 
and lesser machinery; during months and 
months the tremendous structure liei, motionless 
upon the wayi, &lowly receiving the massive 
machinery which is to form the vital apparatus 
essential to the life action of that powerful and 
hardly less than living creature. No sign of 
life or power is seen during this long period of 
development, aud, to the uninstructed observer, 
it may seem utterly improbable that the dor-
mant mass can ever be more than an inert and 
useless hulk; yet when the period of preparation 
is completed aud all that is needed for the pur-
poses intended by the designer and the con-
structor has been IJrought together and put in 
place, suitably connected part to part, there 
comes a time when a change and a movement 
ai·e perceived. A few insignificant pieces of 
timber are knocked away and the enormous 
vessel slowly, and by imperceptable acceleration 
moves down toward the water, and with contin-
ually increasing speed finally rushes into the 
element which is to be for all its future life its 
home. A halt and a little delay, and a now 
fully equipped and self-impelling steamship once 
more moves. Starting again with slow and 
hardly visible motion by the exertion of her own 
unseen bnt inconceivable power the great ship 
gradually acquires velocity and we see her later 
traversing the ocean back and forth over a thou-
sand leagues of water like an enormous shuttle 
weaving bands that tie closer and closer hitherto 
separated members of a common race and bind-
ing the n::.tions daily into more perfect brother-
hood. 
So it was with science in the past and it is in 
the present. Long ages ago in the earliest his-
toric period was her time for slow and unob-
served generation and embryonic growth. All 
through the middle age11 signs were not wanting 
of her existence and gradual development in the 
changing methods of thought of mankind and in 
the accumulation of materials to be usefully ap-
plied at a later date. At the beginning of the 
seventeenth century the first great movement 
began, aud then only did the true purpose of all 
that earlier period of preparation become evi-
nent. A century ago, with the introduction of 
the products of the priuting press into the daily 
life of the wc,rld. with the electric telegrnph and 
and the introduction of the railroad began the 
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nml progress of science, and we are now seeing 
but the beginning of her awe-irn,piring career. 
She has taught us to drive ten thousand tons 
across the seas regardless of wind or waves. 
She has taught us to send printed messages un-
der the oceans and over the continenk, irirdling 
the world with her myHterious wire. She has 
shown us how to drive the railway train with its 
hundreds of tons of merchandise and living 
freight faster than birds cau fly. She has helped 
us give to the people news of every land, gath-
ered in every clime and brought to us by mes-
sengers swifter than thought and printed on 
millions of sheets between the first glowing of 
the dawn and the rising of the sun. Yet the 
mission of science has made but the veriest be-
ginning. It still remains to her to perf Pct and 
Hystematize a thousand new industries, and to 
invent yet unimagined art~. The true 
mission of science is one tlrnt extends far be-
yond the workshop of its servants; it extends 
far beyond our ken and beyond the range of our 
mental grasp and farthest vie 1r. The great fact 
that material prosperity is the fruit of science 
ancl that as mankind is given opportunity for 
meditation and culture the attrilmtes of human 
character are developed are the best indication 
of the true mission of science. 'l'he enormous 
advancement of the intellectual side of life must 
inevitably result in the production of a race of 
men peculiarly adapted to such environment as 
science is rapidly producing. 
* * * SClENTIFIC NEWS. 
A triple benzine burner has been invented 
by]'. \V. Branson. Tilis lamp is so arranged 
that any or all lamps may be turned on at pleas-
ure and the flame may be concentrated or spread 
over a co118iderable territmy. 
We hear that the State Univer5ity is to have 
a new chemical laboratory. This is a move in 
the right direction. With the prestige and en-
dowment of the University it should surely 
afford more encouragement in the study of sci-
e1ice. It is to be hoped this will give the "Phar-
macutes'' better facilitieR for their work. 
The long lost art of the ancients in temper-
ing copper is said to have ben1 discovered. The 
Tempered Copper Company of Nortl1east, Penn-
sylvania, claim that tlwy can supply the trade. 
San Diego is to have the largest telescope in 
the world. It is being polished by the Clark 
Bros., Cambridge, :Mass., and when finished will 
be forty inches in diameter. 
In the May number of Agricultural Science we 
notice an article by A. A. Crozier and P. II. 
Rolfs ('89) on the crossiug of different varieties 
of corn. Tile article shows that considerable 
work was done in investigating the subject, 
most of the experiments being performed on 
the college farm. 
Among the different uses to which Edison's 
phonograph has beeu applird are cultivating the 
voices of elocutionists and musicia11s, making 
talking and crying dolls, and preserving Indian 
languages. Lately, some of the small villages of 
Iowa are 1,uggesting that by means of this in-
strument they get some noted orator, e. g. 
Chauncey Depew to deliver their Fourth of July 
oration and procure some local elocntiouist to 
supply the gestures. 
Closely followillg upon the isolation of free 
fluorine comes the discovery of J-luoroform, the 
analogue of chloroform. It was first produced 
by the action of silver floride upou iodoform and 
is, under ordinary conditions, a gas. 
The chemical department of the experime11ta l 
station has latelv been rxperimenting on milk 
preservatives to be used in connection with 
Prof. Patrick's milk test. They expect to work 
for the next few months largely upon grasses. 
We learn that A. S. Hitchcock ('84), latti 
profe~sor of chemistry at the State Ulliversity, 
is now working on the college Jforn and will soon 
put his researches into sucl, a form as to be ac-
cessible to the ,tndents. Mr. Hitchcock was a 
tl1orough collector while a stnd~nt of the college 
and has since speiit a number of summers in 
completing and perfrcti11g his work. It is an-
ticipated that his labors ""ill be of great value 
to the student of botany. 
Professors Bennett and Smith are experi-
menting upon the relatim1 which different cattle 
foods be,ir to the richness of milk as indicated 
by the total amount of fat. 
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ADULTERATION OF FOODS. 
~T 1s a remarkable fact that people as a rule 
.-J care less wltat they eat than what they 
we;u·. When purchasing woolen fabrics we ex-
amine them critically, learn the distinctive tests 
for wool and cotton and blame ourselves if we 
receive an inferior article for the genuin~ goods. 
So it is with silks aud laces, wood and coal, but 
a per~on may sell dilute sulphuric acid for 
vinegar without he,iring the least word of com-
plaint until the cu~tomer concludes tl:at beans 
are inJuriuus to his health. 
Adulteration of foods is carried on to a 
larger exteut than is generally supposed. Al-
most every article in common demand from the 
cheape~t to the most costly is mixed either with 
somtthing that will lessen the cost of produc-
tion or with rea;;ents used in its manufacture. 
Adulterations are not necessarily harmful. The 
adulteration of coffee with chkcory, jellies with 
gelatine, and sugar wit.h sand are ouly wrongful 
when sold as the 1mre article and at the ~ame 
price. But manufacturers geuernlly mark their 
labels strictly pure and trnst the unsuspecting 
public to disn·gard their deceit. 
ltt addition to the harmless, though fraudul-
ent adulterations, there are twu other classes, 
delett>rious and accidental adulterations. 'l'he 
deleterious adulterations are repreRented by 
alum baking powders, analine colored candies, 
and arsenic complexiou creams. Their manu-
facture and use can not be condemued too 
Htrongly. Accidental adulrerati011s may or may 
not be harmful, but their 11se is attended with 
i11co11velllence to say the least. As a general 
thing honey is prefeHed 11nmixed with pollen of 
plants, sugarfrep from in~ects, and butter with-
out curd. 
Tha most common lrnrrufnl allulterants are 
sulphuric acid, mrnline and arsenic colors. 
Vinegar, glncose, and cream tartar am extreme-
ly liable to c011tai11 sulphuric acid; while can-
dies, bnlter, preHerves, and wines are usually 
colored "ith poisono11s compound.~. It is clearly 
the duty of congresr, to make laws that will 
check th'e ma•rnfacture and consumptiou of 
adulterattd foodR. A few of the st:ites 111,ve at 
the present time laws which lessen adultera-
tions to a large exte11t. 
'l'he MaRsachusetts law npon this HuhjPct is 
~aid to save the consumers $75,000 pe:· ynar. 
While the enforcement of such lawR 1-.c ulcl 
doubtless require a considerable expenditure, it 
would only bA a small fraction of the amount 
saved the consumer, and the obtaining of pure 
unadulterated food would add greatly to the 
morality comfort and health of the people. 
* * * 
EXCHANGE NOTES. 
La Bellevue is the smallest of our exchanges, 
that is, it ha:- the fewest pages, but it contains 
much more matter of real merit than many a 
larger paper. 
The following from one of our exchanges is 
a good suggeAtion. Ifetll who contribnte to our 
college papers signed their names in full, more 
care would be given to the article and the stand-
arJ of the productions raised: 
We would like to see a change in the college 
journalism. We can not see any reason why a 
writer should give us a conundrum to solve 
which at best we can only gness at. Th ere is 
no reason for a writer only giving us his initi-
als, for, if he wants to hold himself from the 
kuowledge of readers, he should sign "Anon," 
but, if he wants to be known, he ought to tell 
us who he is. Our friends and those for whom 
we care recognize our initials, and certainly no 
one would care for a stranger knowing. Readers 
learn to love the names of writers, and we know 
that the interest we have in any article is great-
ly enhanced by only knowing the name of the 
one who wrote it. No one can afford not to do 
so small a thing for so great a profit. What is 
my namA\' J.B. W. James Butler Waterford, 
Julius Baldwin Wyi.ttt, and as many more as 
you can fix up. No, let us not be thus. Let us 
have names, full names. 
The Hesperirm, of May 2, is devoted exclus-
ively to the inter-statf\ contest. It gives a very 
full account with a copy of each oration. 
It is estimated that one man in 3,000 in Eng-
lamt takes a college course ; one in 200 in the 
United States; one in 614 in Scotland; and one 
in 213 in Germany. 
The Wesleyan Hatchet appeared only once in 
that dress, but as Vol. 1, No. 2, comes out as 
The Eccritean. The change seems to be only in 
outward covering as the staff is the same and 
the second number fully equal to the first. 
We notice among the officers of the experi-
ment station of rhe Dakota Agricultural College, 
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four former students of the I. A. C.--C. J. 
Cotey, Chas. A. KE1ffer, Luther Foster and C. A. 
Carey. 
Fourteen of Iowa's county school· superin-
tendents are now women. All ot tlH,se are elect-
ed for a terri;i which does not expire until 1892. 
Four of them are hold-oven, from former terms. 
-Elevator. 
We receive this month Vol. 1, No. 3, of the 
Advance, which is the WeslPyan Lance and Ad-
vocate combined. It is a good paper and we 
whish it succesH. 
A well-written paper may be said to resemble 
a gentle person; i~ is hu~>rous but not boister-
ous; newsy, but not gossipy; serious, without 
becoming tedious; at times ellthusiastic, l>ut 
never to the extent of ranting; it censures evil, 
but not persons; it endeavors to be just and 
thoughtful of all. and hurts the feelings of none. 
It is this that gives dignity to a college paper.-
Ex. 
The Cornell Bree.zc has some interesting read-
ing in it. but as the paper is fully one-half ad-
vertisements a1Jd these well mixed in with other 
articles, it is ratl1er difficult to find the solid 
reading matter of the paper. This may be pleas-
ing to those who advertise, hut is rather unin-
teresting to the most of the readers. 
The F. A. C. Cadet Herald is a live paper, 
mnch interested in the college it represents. If 
more of our papers gave their readers ideas of 
the work of their colleges, it might be very in-
tere,iting to outsiders as well as beneficial to the 
school. Too many only mention ~he work the 
college or any of its professors except to criti-
cise. 
The lovers of pure sentiment and moral poet-
ry cannot fail to be interested in the good Whit-
tier. He is now beyond eighty-two and is color-
blind and enfeebled by age. He seldom devotes 
more than half an hour at a time to literary 
work. Ile is now much tormented by being 
sought out as a show by a vulgar and gaping 
crowd of curiosity seJ3kers. He does not like 
that kind of popularity, and even directs Ids 
barber to burn every hair that falls from his 
head so that none may be secured in the future 
as relics. -Southern University Monthly. 
The Penn Chronicle informs us that one of 
the members of the Penn College faculty wil1 
give a few minutes talk once a week on the 
most important, interesting and popular topics 
of the day. We feel that a talk of this kind 
would be a great help to the majority of the stu-
dents in college~. Students are apt to become 
so occupied in the college work that they lose 
interest in the outside world and do not, as i~ 
rule, devote the time they :,hould to obtai11i11g a 
knowledge of outside matters. Such a weekly 
talk would not only keep the students pretty 
well posted as to the affairs of the world but 
also keep them so interested that thl'y will read 
for themselves. While in school they are apt to 
devote themselves so closely to college exercirns 
that they go home at the end of the college trrm 
to fiud themselv2s three or four mouths behind 
the times and unable to converse about anythi11g 
rxcept themselves and their own work. 
EDITORIAL. 
THE ORIGINAL l'ACKAGE DECISION. 
er-HE recent decision handed down bv Chief 
,Justice :Fuller of the supreme court of the 
Uuited States reversing the decisiou of the stale 
court in the "original package" case of Keokuk 
has given the question of prohibition a 11ew 
phase; henceforth it will be a national and not 
a state question. The decision as handed down 
by tl1e Chief Justice and conc11rred in hy six of 
hi~ associate judges is fundamentally tllis: 
"That congress and congress only is authorized 
to make h1ws for the regulation of the i11ter-slate 
commerce, and hence that all commerce coming 
undPr this category is excluded from state regu-
lation unless pi aced under such regulatiou · by 
congressional action." Such in sul.Jstauce is the 
decision, and so it will stand until congress 
takes such action as will l.Je necessary to vest 
the state with full authority in t111, coutrol of 
the liquor traffic. As it uow ;;lands the impor-
tation mid sale of alcoholic stimulant, in origi-
nal packages from one state to another comes 
under the category of inter-state commerce awl 
cannot be i11terfered with by state law. There-
fore, si11ce such 1s the case, prohibition will be 
taken out of state and put into natioual i,olitics. 
Hereafter the friends of the cause will have to 
make it their business to t>lect congressman who 
are friendly to it and who will vote such meas-
ures as will put the control of the liquor traffic 
into the lrnnds of the state. 
But whatever the decision may mean as to 
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prohibition it does not iuterfere in the least 
with the closing of the dram shop and the public 
drinking place, nor with the prohibition of stand-
up drinking and treating-al! evils in them-
selves-at which the friends of tempernuce first 
directed their crusades. The state is left free 
to cany out its original purpose of closing the 
1;aloon. This original purpose of the prohibitory 
Jaw did not mean that it should be legally 
and physically impossible for any person to ob-
tain a glass of beer, or of other liq nor, if it did, 
the decision is a fatal blow to prohibition. But 
such was 110t the purpose and intent of the law, 
:.rn.l this berng the case there is still left much 
to the frieuds of temperance for which to be 
thallkful. 
Now that the question stands thus, there re-
maius for all trne friends of temperance a great 
work to be done. The fanatical work of tryiug 
to force me11 rather thau to educate them to 
tempernuce has brought about what the ene-
mies of temperance term their. great victory-
the recent decision. It is gratifying to know 
that the work of educatiug the people to a tem-
perauce staudard is being pushed by Fraucis 
Murphy. His twenty thousand couverts in Iowa 
will rise as one man and testify to the truth that 
it is wber to educate a people to morality and 
tempernuce tliau it is to force them to accept 
morality aud temperance. Let Llie tempenwce 
people of Iowa aud thrn11glw11t the United States 
redo1tble their efforts; Jet them remember the 
lessons of the past aud profit by them; let them 
cou,ider that snch men as the celebrated l'otts, • 
of Des Moines, and his methods of operatiou do 
not promote bnt retard the just cause; let them 
take np the work of education and, like Francis 
M11rpl1y, make converts in the right way, the 
only way, the humane way. B. 
HAZI.'-.G, A VICE. 
L, VERY now and then a c,tse comes uµ tliat 
ca,ts a slta1low of despo1tdeucy over tl1e 
minds of intelligent people, and makes them 
wo:,der whether the idea of progress is not 
simply a farce. Such a11 effect is wont to be 
prod1tced when we hear of fresh outbreaks of 
the hazing mania in leading educational institu-
tions. It is a huge stumbliug-block in the way 
of promoting the cause of higher education, to 
have the press spreading such reports as that 
of the recent fray at Aun Arbor. How a body 
of students voluntarily collected for the purpose 
of their own development, working hard to 
secure that end, and professing any knowledge 
of the methods through which it is attained, can 
so far forget themselves and their puposes, is 
not easily explained. The idea that a spirit 
either of sport or of malice should be allowed 
to attain such a degree of supremacy among the 
minds of men who profess to be trying to elevate 
the standard of humanity, is not very strong 
argument ia favor of their means of elevation. 
People look fol' re3u[t~ in determining the 
merits of an institution, but they sometimes 
drnw incorrect inferences therefrom. It is an 
uudeniable fact that the value of a college 
course deteriorates under the influence of such 
lawless proceedings, just in proportion to the 
extent to which they are carried. But the de-
terioration is not, as many students seem to im-
agine, in the character of the institution itself. 
It is in the character of the individual~ who par-
ticipate. Other 11tudents may be inconvenienced 
thereby, the reputation of the school may suf-
fer, but it is the hazer himself who is really 
affected. Open defiance of the principles of 
reason and justice, pandering to barbarous 
t 1stes and impubes, being carried by the cur-
r.mt of excitement into direct violations of con-
science, are habits that will over-balance the 
gooJ influences of countless days at the desk or 
beneh. Science, Literature and art will not 
take the place of character. No character cau 
command the respect of tne world when it fails 
in self-respect; and there is 110 condition which 
so soon exhausts self-respect as the predomin-
ance of these habits which are always acquired 
by iudnlgence in this kind of sport. 
The evil is narcotic in its effects. It benumbs 
the finer sensibilities by excitement, and leads 
the actor on by degrees nntil he dare not come 
out from under its influence and reflect upon his 
deed~. In the light of re:ison they are odions 
even to himself. He lmsaccornplished nothing. 
The fruit for which he has been striving has 
turned to ashes on his lips. 
We notice in our exchanges various opinio11s 
as to what should constitute the editorial in a 
college paper. Comllining,as a collf'ge paper must 
to a greater or less extent, the functions both of 
a magazine and a newspaper, the question na-
tnrnlly arises as to which element Rhall g·ai11 
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ascendency on the editorial page. 1Ve can see 
liO objection to the discussion of topics having 
general political or economic importance. Stud-
ent:i ought not to become so deeply engrossed in 
tlleir scltcwl work a, to exclnde an interest in 
Huch topic,, but i, it a matter of fact in our ex-
perience that a m'.1jority of them do, to a great 
extent. Shall we then a:i 0 ume the role of re-
former and attempt to arouse an interest in the 
Ii ve snlijects of thetirne, or devote our space to 
the discussion of topics which come within the 
narrow limits of the "college world " and in 
which our readers are already interested r 
l'erhap,i the best solutim1 of the question 1s 
reached uy a compromL,e. We have room and 
time for both. Let the two classes of subject 
be given equal consideration and the best re-
sults will probably be obtained. 
The complaints of the Alumni in regard to the 
Jack of matter in THE AmwnA which is of in-
terest to them, have usually met the retort that 
it is the Alumni't; own fault. The retort applies 
wiLh no less force to the ,tudents. T1rn, 
AUIWRA is Urn organ of the literary societies; 
the editors are simply agent, for the students 
iu preparing the paper. They expect to do all 
iu their power to represent the students and 
walrn the paper a source of entertainment to 
tliem. But let it be remembered that their 
power~ are limited, and there is nothing that 
will broaden these limits except the co-operation 
of other students, If you want to see tile paper 
made a success, bring in the matuial that will 
make it so. Bricks are not made without straw. 
You can be especially helpful tD the local de-
partment. It is practically impossible for one 
individual to know all tlrnt transpires in school. 
When you know an item of local interest, make 
it your business to see that it reaches the local 
editor. The other departments, too, are glad to 
receive rontributions from Htndents. Scientific 
and literary articles an' always in dPmall(I and 
a Student's Column will be open for miscellane-
om, contributions whenever there are such. 
Of course these articles are subject to the in-
spection of the editor under whose <lepartrnP11t 
they come, but even if your effort should be con-
signed to the waste ba~.ket like tl1at <l'f many 
another geniu~, you will at last be better for the 
attempt aud can feel that yon have 1 ried to <lo 
vour duty toward the college paper. 
LOCAL. 
Strawberries are in bloom. 
l\Iiss Leila Blanehard visited Boone 8atnr-
day. 
Jl.lrs. 8pear recently visited friends at Cedar 
:Falls. 
J. T. 8Linson spent Sunday, JI.lay 11, at liis 
home. 
Mr. Howe reeeived a vbit from l1is father 
recently. 
Mr. Hickell s e11joyed a visit from hiH sister 
last W\'t·k. 
The 8ophomores say they are going to have 
elass rings. 
F. E. Davidson was in Des Moines last week 
on busmess. 
Miss Marsland and Mm. Jones spent 811!1(lay 
in Des Moiues. 
Mr. Kreger spent a few days at lwme d11ring 
the middle of May. 
The I. A. C. will be represente<l in the Htate 
contest of attiletes 
JI.Ir. Moss received a visit from his father 
during the firnt of May. 
Miun:e Roberts received all 11nexpeclPd visit 
from tier father .\lay !-!th. 
::\lrs. J. R. Lincoln and baby have just re-
turned from a three weeks' visit in Kansas. 
Mr. Ballrich has been quite ill during the 
last three weeks, and is still tillable to be out. 
Edward Thurleman left college for a week 
in April to finish up his duties as nursery agent. 
Pres. Chamberlain, Prof's Budd sud Stanton 
attended the funeral of Father Clarkson Ma~ 9. 
The members of the astronomy class arc dis-
cussing the advantages of "'practical as-
tronomy." 
We are all goi11g to the ,vorld':; Fair even if 
we have to pay Billy ten cents extra for the 
journey. 
Tennis courts literally cover the campttR, 
and the evening recreatiou hour seems not near-
ly long enough. 
Wanted,-in the Steward's omce, a clerk who 
is ill the buildi11g hy Lhe time the seven o'clock 
hell eea~eH to ring. 
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The King's Daughters contemplatr, giving 
a series of receptions, tlie first to be held on tl1e 
eveuing of M.;,y 23. 
Miss Hannah Giddings, who is teaching in 
State Centre, visited the "Harrison connty" stu-
dents Saturday and Sunday. 
The Savery House furnishes a room free to 
~II college students for tlie purpose of commit-
tee, society or association meetings. 
The president annoufices a change which is 
heartily welcomed by the students-the ''recrea-
tion hour" is now an hour and a half. 
The recent rains here and iu the country 
around caused the creeie near Ames to overflow 
its banks, thereby creating a new foot-path to 
Ames. 
During tile lirnt of May, Miss Alice Mann 
took a week's vacation from college studies in 
order to superinteud some horticultural work at 
home. 
Col. Lincoln has been appointed to a position 
on the staff of Governor Boies as chief of engi-
neers and chief signal officer with the rank of 
colonel. 
The question of three !lours per week in 
military drill is being dicnssed among the mem-
b2rs of the battalion, and it seems to meet with 
approbation. 
Which way shall the new chapel face? That 
is the question. It will be a beautiful building, 
and should be so situated as to "slww off" to 
the best advantage. 
When students go to Boone or Des Moines 
trade with the men who advertise. Tflll them 
you are from Ames. This will help the man-
ager next year in getting "ads." 
We wish to eradicate any erroneous impres-
Ril)]]S which may exist in the minds of the fresh-
men, as to the location of the new chapel; it 
will not be erected in McGinty's back yard. 
t 
The Clios held their declamation contest Sat-
urday evening, May 17. 'l'he j11dges were l\fr~. 
Chamberlain, Mrs. Stanton ai1d Miss Doolittle. 
Miss Grace Mills was marked first and Miss Ella 
Morton second. 
The Honorable Trustees are the chief authori-
ties of this institution, but wher, dinner is ready 
they" must wait." It will not always be thus. 
Among other improvements to be made, the 
dining room will be increased. 
The board of trnstees at their last meeting 
appropriated one hundred and fifty dollars with 
which to purchase hymn books for chapel use. 
Au appropriation of twenty-fl ve dollars was 
given the athlete association. 
Although we have had a very fine winter, 
spring costumes are tardy in appearing upon our 
campus. Any professor or other individual who 
is the happy possessor of such raiment should 
take initiative at the earliest opportunity. 
C. D. Davidson spent Friday and Saturday in 
Des Moines. He was very successful in secur-
ing advertisements for TrrE AURORA. But in 
order to get one man to advertise he had to pur-
chase a hat, the dimensions of which are aston-
ishing: 
The geology, botany and zoology classes vis-
ited Borrne and vicinity llfay 24th under tlie 
chaprronage of their respective professors. 
The science club joiued in the expedition. and 
the amount of knowledge gained by that day's 
research is incalculable. 
Hissing in Chapel may be considered very 
expressive, but we feel safe in asserting that the 
better class of students will not indulge in this 
mode of expressing their feelings. It is very 
indicative of a crawling nature and sends cold 
chills along one's spinal column. 
The Misses Mills and Roberts gave their Sun-
day School classes a picnic, May 10th. The 
rain of the mght before spoiled their plans 
somewhat, yet the dinner in the Clio room and 
afternoon spent in the woods were thoroughly 
enjoyed by children and teachers. 
Interest in the science club is said to be in-
creasing. About twenty members are enrolled. 
Very interesting papers, one on the subject of 
baking powders and their adulterations, one on 
foul brood and entomogenous fungi and one on 
the principle of the dynamo, appeared on the 
program for May 16. 
Last Friday evening Miss Pike's private 
music pupils met as usual, and spent most of 
the evening upon "Schubert." Mr. Shremaker 
and Mis~ Gaston read selections from his bio-
graphy, Miss Pike played a serenade, Miss 
Yeisley played an impromptu, and Miss ,Justus 
rendered one of Beethoven's selections. 
The green house plants are being set out in 
the garden and upon the borders of the terrace, 
thus adding to the attractive features of the 
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place. The grounds are too beautiful to be-
come deserted for a whole month; yet, when 
Ju11e 16th anives, we will gladly welcome the 
Yacation and turning our faces homeward, for-
get Exams, a11d all else but tl1e pl~asant tlli11gs. 
The mterstate oratorical contest was held at 
Li1Jcoln, Nebraska, Iowa being represented by 
W. II. Lyo11s. The orations were excellent and 
the contest a close Olle. The first prize, seventy-
five clollar,, was awarded S. W. Najlor of Tope-
ka, Kansas, and the oecond prize, fifty dollars, 
was !,wanh·d to Mr. Douglass of Illirwi~. The 
otficers for the folowing year are: Pres., W. A. 
Bastill of De1'a11w Univrrsity, Imliana; Vice 
Pres. C. Oggel of the I. A. C.; Sec., L.B. Smith of 
Beloit college, Wisconsin. 
The trnstees met the third week in May. 
Mr. Dunlmr was chosen presidt'IJt of ~he board. 
Plans for the new building \\'ere submitted and 
those of Jo~lyn & Taylor of Cedar Rapids were 
adopted and they were rmployed liy the Lioard 
as ard1itectH. The contracts for this building 
will be let as soon as possible, The trustees 
have made arrangements to provide more room 
for the students; the college is full and the 
opening of the preparatory department will ne-
cesitate more room. Prineipals a]l(l teachers of 
public schools, seminaries and academies of the 
state may avail themselves of the summer school 
of science which will begin in July and last ti1•fl 
or six weeks. 
Mr. W. rr. Parsons, state asHbtant secretary 
of the Y. M. C. A., ad,Iressed the students Sun-
day, May 5th, and succeeded in organizing a Y. 
M. C. A. in this place Althouglt the general 
Christian Associatio11 of old was doing good 
work it is tho11ght from tl1e rewlts of this 11ew 
organization elsewl1ere that the formation of a 
Y. M. C. A. an<l a Y. W. C. A. in this college 
m1rnt promote better work. The Y. M. C . .A. 
opened with sixty rnemhern ,uid chose Mr. Nor-
ton as prrsider1t. Forty enlistrd in the Y. W. 
C . .A. with Miss Roberts as president. Mr. Par-
sons i,, a very earnest laborer in this cause and 
has ~urely ~11cceedPd in infusing a 11ew spirit 
into the work of the asi;ociatior1H. Th~ college 
will now be known as it is, and will 110 longer 
"the ouly state instit11tion 11J11Ppre,entrd in the 
Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. co11vt'utio11s." 
Resolutions on the death of Roliert Mc-
Pherson: 
\'\'1rnREAS, Death has entered our class circle 
and deprived us of the society of tlear to us 11s a 
classmate, we render in these resolutions our 
appreciation of the upright life lc·d by the dr-
ceasect w!tile in 011r midst. and om sympathy to 
those who mourn more I.Jitterly his death liE'-
cauHe of eloser ties. 
Resolvccl, Tltat in the death of Robert l\lc-
Pher.,on our class has lost one of its val nab le 
members, and while we recognize no le~s the 
wisdom of God bei;a11se of the dPcease, we mourn 
for our classmate who ltas lieeri called early in 
life to the world lJeyoIJd. 
Resolv~cl, That Provi1ler1ce has cut short a 
life that promised much 011 eartl1, aud that dm-
ing our acquaintance with the deceased he rna11-
fested cheerfuhiess aml kin<lness i II thought and 
deed which are marked charneteristics of true 
maultood. 
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be 
se11t to the mourning lirother who has Leen a 
studrr, t here in times pa,L and that a copy Ile 
placed i11 the prop<:>r care to secure tl1eir illser-
tion in the columns of T1rn Au1wnA. 
Adopted by the class of '92 May 8, 1890. 
F. C. STEW Awr, Pres. 
JEs,;rn MAXWELL, Sec'y. 
BOY::3 ,\.ND GIRLS OF 'l'UE PAST. 
'78. Ida Twi~chell Blocl1man has spent a 
portion of the winter in Sau Francii;co, comrnlt-
ing the libraries of that city as an aid in prepar-
ir1g a work on tempernuce, which is desigued for 
use as a text-book iu the pulilic i:;chouls of ht'r 
adopted state. 
'80. W. B. Welch has rece11tly met with a 
sad affliction in the death of !tis ouly child, a 
promising uoy of four years. 
'85. N. U. Niles visited Ames during tlte 
Christmas holidays Ind took away as liis l.Jride 
Margai et Gedde,, you11gest daughter of the late 
Geu. Gedde,. Dr. Wyim perfoi med the cere-
mouy wltich made them man aud wife. 
'86. E. S. H,iclunan has left Arkansas U11i-
versity and is now Ilorticulturbt of the Utah 
Experimeut Station, Logan City, Utah. 
G. W. Wattle~, A. U. Quint, J. B. Hunger-
ford, a11d other citizens of Carroll have start-
ed a vinegar allll pickle factory at that place. 
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'88. Cliarlie Hu11t, \11!0 1rnH i11j11red i11 a 
barbed wire fei1ee 11early a year ago, lias recov-
ere<l s11fficie11tly as to walk without crntches. 
'89. John Cooley se11dH lliH ~11Lscripti II from 
Washi11µ:to11 Heights. Ile is \\'ilh the Ilorace K 
Ilorleu Bridge Co. 
Tlie total number of I. A. C. gnuluateH is 
four hundred and Hixty-fivf'. 
'HO. Geo. Eustis se11ds Ids subscription from 
Des Moiues. 
'88. Scotty Bradford is cashier in a ba11k in 
Marntho11, Iovrn. 
'74. C. D. Boanlmau is Hf'Cret ary of the 
State Republican Ceutral Committef'. 
Rumors are afloat concemi11g the ,1pproacli-
i11g nuptials of some of our '88 graduates. 
'88. Geo. L. Meiss11er, Li11coln Nf'brnska, 
HP lids a dollar in payment for THE A UIWRA of 
18HO. 
Judge Macomber delivered the Decoration 
day addre,;s at Ida Grove. 
C. M. Rose is Horticulturist for the Experi-
nw11t Station of South California. 
C. A. Keffer is professor of I1 orticulture, 
South Dakota Agricultural College. 
'72. F. L. IIarvey is professor of botany, 
l\la i 11e Agricultural Col Jpge, and Eu lomologist of 
tl1e Experime11t Station of Maine. 
G. K. Cherrie is chief taxidPrmist of the Na-
t io11al Museum of the Island of Costa Rica. 
L. E. Be11lo11 is a~ssi8tantprofes:,or of IIorti-
c11ltnre in tlrn University of California. 
Positions held hy I. A. C. men March 1st, in 
Des Moine8: J. K. Macomber, '72, County At-
torney; W. Mcllemy, City Solicitor: 'l'om 
Burke, '81, Judge of Police Court; C. F. Say-
lor, '82, County Superintendent of Schools; 
Estelle Bebont, '74, City Libarian; Frank Jack-
sou, Secretary of State; M. L. Ganett, Clerk of 
Police Court: John Whitten, Deputy State 
Treasurer; Mr. Patrick, '75, Deputy in the 
Secretary of State's office. 
Old Students located in Des Moines : Mrs. 
Macomber, W. H. McHenry, '81; L. V. Harpel, 
'87; J. B. :\,larsh, '82; Mrs. Ione [Weatherby] 
Marsh, '84; Geo. Govier, '87; Pat Finnigan, 
'87; Chas. Stearns, ,89; Mrs. Jackson, Mr. 
Stewart, '86; John Shelton, 'SH 
Three of our Alumni are on the Board of 
'l'ruRtees. 
'90. Mr. Maclean called upon friends at the 
college May 20th. He is employed upon the 
Telegraph, Atlantic, Iowa. 
'89. Miss Mame Zimbelman visited at the 
college from May 8th, to May 12th. 
'89. Mr. Ph1tt beamed down upon us May 
10th and 11th. 
'87. May 14th tweuty-three new lawyers 
were turned loose in Des Moines, among the 
number, L. V. Harple. TuE AurwnA's best 
wishes go with him upon his new career. 
'87. M. Reyno]d·s studied at Drake Uni-
versity the past winter and is 110w practiciug 
veterinary medicine itl Quasanqua. 
'89. Harry Gossard spent Sunday, May 11th, 
among college friends. 
'86. M. Z. Farwell is an attorney, and also 
postmaster at Trespiedras, New Mexico. 
W. E. Porter visited his sisters at the col-
lege a few days while on his way to St. Louis. 
'90. Harold J. Holmes has been book-keeper 
in the Pacific Natio11al Ba11k, Tacoma, Wash., 
for the past eighteen mouths, and has fine 
future prospects. He takes THE AURORA. 
R. C. Sayers sends !tis contribution to TnE 
AURORA from ]'airfield,· Iowa. 
'!JO. Geo. Bond spent a few days at the col-
lege during the last of April. 
The alumni and students away from the col-
lege expect to see in the colum,ns of THE 
AunoitA much news concerning their coJlege 
friends. We, also, would like to see the columns 
well filled, and, as we can not manufacture the 
material, the only way this can be accomplished 
is for each one to constitute himself a reporter. 
Dr. Irving Smith, '72 ; and Mrs. Sallie 
[Stalker] Smith, '73, of Charles Uity, renewed 
old memories at, the college May 20th. They 
were accompanied by the Rev. Mr. Noble and 
wife, of the same city. 
OPEN LETTERS. 
TIIE i OUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSO-
CIATION. 
"After considerable observation and reflec-
tion I have ventured to call the great work of 
the Young Men's Christian Association the relig-
ious movement of the nineteenth century." So 
speaks Bishop IIendrix, D. D., LL. D. If what 
he says of the association work in general is 
true, and we believe it is, we may with even 
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more emphasis say that the college depart-
ment of the Y . .M. C. A. marks the greatest re-
ligious movement in the liistory of American 
colleges. 'l'he college work had its origin in 
1887, at whkh time Mr. L. D. Wishard, then a 
student at l'rinceton college, took up the work 
of organizing ancl extending the association in 
the colleges of the l'nited States and Canadn. 
From the very begi,rniug the \\ ork liad a rapid 
growth, and as a resnlt of inter-collegiate cor-
respomlence, visitation and college conferences 
the plan of organization and methods of work 
have been so developed and systematized that 
the association seems almost perfect in its adap-
tation to the needs of our colleges. 
Its work has been alike successful in both de-
nominational and s::ate institutions. This is 
due to the fact that the work is non-sectarian 
and unites the entire forces of all denominations 
and of those who recognize the value of chris-
tianity as a moral pown. This has already 
been accomplished in 300 of the leading colleges 
of our own land. The association emphasizes : 
1st, The personal responsibility of every 
member for the life of his associates. 
2d. It emphasizes the nectssity not only of 
professing christianity but also living it seven 
days in the week. 
3d, It recognizes and empliasizeH the impor-
tance of Bible study as necessary to a complete 
education and to the development of trne man-
hood. 
4th, It seeks not only to win men to Christ but 
also to make them active and intelligrut work-
ers for Him. 
To put the whole object of the work in one 
sentence we may say that it is to develop cluis-
tian gentlemen~true men. 
Our christian association, as all others, has 
always done a good work in the -college and has 
grown especially fast during the past two years. 
The present Freshman class has increased the 
number of astive members of the association 
greatly, and the upper classes are working with 
more zeal. As our college and association 
steadily grnw we come to feel that we arfi not 
organized in a manner that will accomplish the 
great work we are intended to do. Under our 
present form there are not enough members 
brought into active work. In this, as in all soci-
ety work, we gain strength in proportion to the 
amount of work we do. 
The plan of organizing the Y. M:. and Y. W. 
C. A. here instei~d of our present assodation 
has been thought of and dbcussed from time to 
time but for good reasons it was thought that 
we were not ready for tl1e change. Mr. W . .M. 
I>arsons, assistant state 1:ecretary of the Y. M. 
C. A., visited the college last month and in a 
forcible mmrner called the attention of the HtH-
dents to the great work being doue by the Y. 
M. and Y. W. C. A. all over the lJ11ited States, 
and especially their work in colleges. As a re-
sult the former Christian Association disbanded 
their organization and the Y. M. and Y. W. C. 
A. were formed. 'l'llern two associatioJJs have 
taken up the work the Christian Association liatl 
been doing, :,ll(l with greatrr energy .ire for-
ward'11g thiH lliP greatest of all nnderlakings-
the prPpari11g of young meu and wornt>Jl IJ(it 
only for thi~ life but the life to come. 
The Sunday school aud prayer rneeti11g a1 e 
continued much the same as in the past, but, 
each association hold separate mid-week prayer 
meetings. 
We are the righteenth college of our ~tate to 
organize these associations, but with a charter 
membership of one hundred aud twenty-live, the 
good will of students and faculty, and the 
prayers of all interested we hope aml trust that 
our association will very soon rank well with 
similar ones of the state -Gontribitted. 
MEUIIANICAL ENGIXEERING AT I. A. C-
A school of Meca11ic11I Engineering to meet 
the wants of the time must be progressive in 
methods of teaching aud to some exteut conform 
the practical work of the students to the most 
modern prnctice in the eJJgiurering world. For 
two reasons it must provide for increase of 
numbers; because such an education is demand-
ed by grea.ter numbers, as the manufacturing 
world appreciate,i its value, aJJd more especially 
because the field is so broad that to give tweuty 
young men a really thornngh Hlucation requires 
almost the same outlay for salaries arn1 appar-
atus 8S for eighty or a hundred. Although at 
our colle:re, the bachelor of engineering ouly, 
is given, and consequently auother year or two 
of study would naturally be expected for acquir-
ing the full M. E. degree giving at the best east-
ern Rchools, yet our graduates are often ex-
pected to fill quite as responsible places as 
theirs. 
We are at the disadvantnge of being unable 
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to require as much for entrance, by nearly mm 
year. It is something of a problem, therefore, 
to fit onr graduates for filling the places open 
for them. Expert11eHs in drawing a11d a mas'.Pry 
of the pri.1cip:e, of rLe:hmiic, are the first 
essentials. You are not master of them until 
you not 0111 y Ull(lersbrnd -them but can use 
them. Only what time is left after getting the 
principles can we use for giving a knowledge of 
e11gi11eeri11g as it is now practiced. 
Our Hlwp work has made great advance in 
the laHt two years. For the fundamental work 
of teaching principles we have a thoroughly 
Hystematic course. T!Jese are taught by exer-
cises 011 various tools. This work will s0011 be 
made more complete aud interesting by having 
n1el1 student apply his knowledge i11 making 
some ~imple machine of his own design. The 
cost of these a, ticles in power med and time 
aml material will be estimated. and he can 
compare his own work with tliat in other shops. 
To be of most use to him he bhould plan all the 
work himself. 
This calls at once f01 drawings and designs 
011 paper. 
Iu the drawing departmeut also great ad-
vance has been made, aud for teaching princi-
ples we sliall soo11 have a thoroughly systema-
tized course. It is difficult to collect apparatus 
for such a course. as it should include a large 
assortment of actual wurkillg drawi11gs of ma-
cili11ery frnm large manufacturiug estalllbh-
me11ts, that the student, may see the latest and 
best practice, and ,mch estalllishments do not 
readily part with their drawingt.. Besicles this, 
con:liderallle full sized machinery should be ac-
cn1sillle which students can study and sketch 
from. 
The department has Just obtained 40 or 50 
large drawiugs of machine parts which will be 
of great use, and the Dean Pump Company have 
prombed to send oue of their pumps with sec-
tions of the metal cut away so that the inside 
workiug can be studied. No effort will be 
Hpared to increase our stock of such machinery 
and drawings.·· But as these machiues can only 
be looked at, and not used, no department with-
011 t a great deal of money, can afford $200 here 
and $300 there, for tllis purpose. 
Fortunately many manufacturers appreciate 
the trnth that it is the best and cheapest adver-
tisemeut they can maka to afford young engi-
neHs faculities for st 11d) i11g their prod11d ·, Tlw 
largest schools are literally llooded wit!: them, 
gratis. 
The senior class have recently made a C'>m-
plete de,ign for a lathe, The patterns have 
been made in our wood ;shop aud as soon as 
castings can be obtained from them the lathe 
will be fiuished in our shop. It is hoped that 
this and other work by the st 11d(0 11ts can lie ex-
hibited at tile state fair. 
O11e word about electrical engineerillg. Most 
students do not reflect that at p:·esent our u1ily 
source of electricity on any large scale, is from 
the dynamo machine. Now this is a machine, 
and to build one calls for as much knowledge of 
machinery as of electricity, But "lieu made is 
wrothless without steam or water power. Whe11 
I applied, once, for a positio11 in a largf' electric 
lighting company, the first question asked me 
was: " What do you know about steam en-
giues 'I" The lJest authorities say that a good 
electricr~l e1Jgineer must have put nine-tenths of 
his study on machinery, designing steam e11-
gi11es, etc., and the one-tenth on electrity, The 
increased use of electricity will continue to call 
for special steam engines and an increased de-
mand for good water wheels. 'l'he student that 
looks ahead far enough, will fit himself to 
furnish them if he wants a demand for his ser-
vices by electrical companies five and ten years 
from now. This is the training our M. E. course 
is now giving. 
C. w. SCRIBNER. 
The" Preparatory Course," which will begin 
next July and continue during the full term, 
promises a good attendance. The studies to be 
taught are: Elementary algebra, Eng. Gram-
mar, Physiology, U. S. History, and Military 
Drill. This will give persons who have had lit-
tle opportunity to pursue these studies a chance 
to fit themselves for next year's Freshmen's 
class. The requirements for admission to this 
course will be, a good knowledge of the com-
mon branches, including complete arithmetic, 
elementary grammar, arthography, reading and 
writing. While this is only an experiment in 
the college, we have no doubt but that, if man-
aged in the rightway,it will prove asuccessand 
will be continued during the fall term of each 
year. P. G. 
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THE TECHNICON. 
Miss Pike has added one more attraction to 
the Music Department-a Technicon. This is 
an instrument designed to develop the muscles 
used in playing, but more especially to give a 
conscious control of them. This is done by 
means of adjustable weights and levers. More 
can be accompliRhed in fifteen minutes with the 
technicon than in an hour's practice of finger 
exercise on the piano. Best of all immediate 
benefit is derived from its use, especially in the 
third and fourth fingers, which are naturally 
weak. In fact the technicon can not be too 
highly praised. To those not studying music 
the ceasing of those monotonous finger exercises, 
is the most pleasing feature. 
OTHER COLLEGES. 
Michigan University is soon to have II new 
building for the law department, which will 
cost $200,000. 
The oldest college dormitory in the United 
States is that known as South Hadley at Yale, 
which was erected in 1752. 
'l'he youngest college president in the we~t 
is President Gates, of Iowa College, at Grinnell. 
It is estimated that the number of American 
colleges is increasing at the rate of fifteen per 
year. 
The contributions to American coileges dur-
ing 1889, amonnted to about $4,000,000. 
There are fourteen American colleges with-
out preside11ts. 
One of the professors of Yale college is a 
Japanese, who began hiH educat1011 at a mission 
scJ,ool in .Japan. 
Of 3ll0 colleges in the conntry 271 are sup-
ported by religions tle11ominntions. 
It is estimated that American colleges are so 
eiulowed foat 011 the average students get their 
edumttion at one-tenth acrnal cost. 
Of the memlrnrs of the fifty-first congress, over 
one half have receivt"cl collt>ge t•d11catio11. 
Toronto was visi(t>d hy a very destrnctive fire 
Febrnary 14th. The Jrn;s is estimated at $1,000,-
000. 
l\lr;;. Cl,•velancl has been re-elrcted [H·esitlent 
11t' the; Wr·JlnslPy Cnlleg-e Association. 
ll l1:1s lH'ell ;;li0\\'11 by statistic:; that the 
U11itPcl 8tateR ranks first in the number of edu-
('.a.tio11al i11s(itutio11s a11cl st11<lP11tH who attend 
them. There are in this country 360 universi-
ties, 2400 professors, and 694,000 students. 
The botanical laboratory of the Michigan 
Agricultural College was recently burned. The 
loss is estimated at $15,000. 
There is to be a new Methodist College, the 
University of the N ortbwest, located at Sioux 
City, Iowa. 
The fund of Harvard college now exceeds 
$7,000,000, and bas increased $1.000,000 the last 
year. 
It bas been hinted that the reason so many 
of our coJleges are throwing open their doors 
to women is that in this age of foot ball, base 
ball and general athletics, somebody is needed 
for the faculty to teach.-Ex. 
A memorial is soon to be erected by Will-
iams College to the venerable Mark Hopkins, so 
many years its president. It is to be a recita-
tion building, costing about $105,000. 
'l'he college founded at Santiago, Chili, by the 
missionaries aided by governmental appropria-
tion, is the finest school of its class in the world. 
'.l.'he first game of foot ball in America was 
played in 1867, between Harvard and Yale. 
BIOGRAPHICAL. 
Students and professors are migratory aui-
mab, but the jauitor and the plumber are fix-
tures of the institution. To the visiting alumni 
the old I. A. C. would prese11t a cold, unfeeling 
welcome if they were not entertained, for a few 
momentH at least, by "Old Johu" and tlle light-
ning maker, Tripp. '·Old John made his first ad-
vent here as a plasterer when the M. B. was be-
mg tiuihed. For tweuti-Lwo years he has been 
11µ011 the list of college employes, liaving held 
the various positions of '"furnace firn," whe11 
the building was heated (r) b3· eleven hot air 
furnaces in the basement; ga.~maker, wl1en the 
building wa~ lighted by gas made of resin, and 
aftPrwanls l,y uaptha gas; pumpma11, night-
guard anrl janitor. 
Mr. Tripp to!,k the chair of collt>ge plumber 
aud ~anitary e11gi11eer the same year tl111t ,John 
began hiH work Tripp is a practical engineer, 
a11d the manner i11 which he frisks arrw11g the 
m1twork of pipes i11 the ch~mical lalJoratory 
J1andling his pipe-wre11ch as a jnggler woultl 
play with a baton is perfeclly surprisi11g. 
Both of these men have grnwn old int he ser-
vice of the i11stitutimJ. and the I. A. C. has 110 
greater :-ulrniren, than tli'ey. 
The Freshmen. lly "fooling with the lights," 
sometimes give Mr. Tripp trn11ble in rnmli11g 
the smaller dywuno, and the t:lophH, by their 
never ceai;ing caper", give Old John "more 
pangs and feMs than wars or women have." 
REYD. 
THE A UJZOJ.'A. 
WILL GIVE YOU GOOD SATlSFACTlON 
A~ES" IO""v.7"A. 
Call on Him Whether You Want Work or Not. 
Dupulicates may be had at Reduced Rates. 
Vie"'"7S ot· Buildings and C::ilronuds for Sal..--.. 
AMES, 
A. B. ROGER, 
SHOEMAH::EH., 
Rep,1iring Promptly Dono. 
South- Sicle, AMES. IOWA. 
J. F. McLAIN, 
Shelf and Heavy Hardware, 
Stud!'nts' Supplies in our lino a specialty. 
Goods Delivered Free. 
AMES, - - • 10W A. 
GE□RG-E OM TILDENJ 
DEALER IN 
Dry Goods, Clothing, Furnishings Goods. 
_ We keep a complete 
line of Dry Goods, Boots and Shoes, 
Huts nnd Caps, Groceries, Notions, Trunks, Va-
lises, Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods. 
CuSTOM ana TAILOR MAOf ClulHING 
A SPEALITY. 
IOWA-
D. A. BIGELOW & Co., 
DEALER IN 
DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, 
Gents' Futtnishing Goods, 
AND LADIES' AND MISSES' FINE SHOES. 
Clothing a Specialty. 
Prices al ways the lowest, AMES, IOWA. 
G-. n. I_.oun., 
Manufacturer of and 
Dealer in 
FINE AND MEDIUM 
Fu rnitur·e ! 
Coffins and Caskets., 
PICTURE FRAMES AND WINDOW CORNICES 
AMES, - - - IOWA. 
56 THE ATTRORA. 
College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, 
-OF-
CHICAGO. 
One of the largest, finest A.nd best arrar,ged ColJpge 
Buildmgs in this country. Heated by steam throughout 
and perfectly lighted and ventilated. 
CLINICAL ADVANTAGES UNSURPASSED. 
PROFE'SSORS:-A. Reeves Jackson, S. A. McWillinms, 
n. A. K. Steele, L. St. John, Henry Palmer. F. E. Wax-
hnm, J.E. Harper, A. W. Harlan, A. E. Hoadley, C. C. P. 
Silva, 0. A. King, R. J. Curtiss, W. E. Quine, IV. K. Har-
rison, J. T. Jelks, H.J. Reynolds, Christian Fenger, Chas. 
B. Gibson, J. A. Benson. 
REGULAR SESSlON OPENS SEPT. 24. 
FEES.-Matriculation, $5.00; General Ticket, ndmitting 
to ,111 the lectures and including fill practical work in 
HistologicHl ahd Physiologicfll Laboratories, $60. 
For further information aduress, 
WM. E. QUINE, M. D., Sec'y, H160 Indiana Av., Chicago. 
Or A. liEEVES JACKSON, Pres., ~71 Michigan, Av, 
Consult Us About Your Eyesight! 
Wm. HANSELL, 
SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL OPTICIAN, 
NEVADA, IOWA. 
Do Not Trifle with Your Eyes, for 
Lost Sight Never Returns. 
We grincl glasses to flt the e,·e for :di errors of refmc-
tinn. H1ttiRf11ction guaruntPcd. No charge for exnminn-
1 ion. Correspondence solieitnrl. 
AMES, • IOWA, 
F.J. WEST, PROPRIETOR 
A CIPan Bed 11nd Good Meal Guamnteed. 
> ;_ S. PAYNE, 
GENERAL LIVERY, 
Carriages and Horses to Rent. 
C!OONE, IOWA. 
The present rapid growth of the department of 
-OF THE-
I_ .A_ U_ 
Demands an incrcnsc of apparatus for instruction 
We will be indebted to grnduutes of 
tbc Department, and othPrs 
interested, for 
Ilrawill[S, BlUB Prints 
ana Photo[raDhs 
-Of all kinds of Machinery.-
~=Address PROF. C. W. SCRIBNER. 
1~-imsT CLASS rn EVERY RESPECT. 
HOTEL MAXWELL 
BRICK HOTEL OPPOSI1'E DEPOT, 
C. H. MAXWELL, Propr. 
AMES, IOW.'1. 
Two Sample Uooms on ground lloor for Commer men. 
~-WERTER{x\~N o. ~RNDLil,·$-
-DEALEHS IN-
DRUG S, FINE STATIONERY, 
Tooth Brushes, Choiee PP-rfumcs, 'l'ollet Articles, &c. 
CITY DRUG STORE, 
.A.JY.CES. Io"'vv· A.. 
GO '1'0 BING HAD'S 
FOH ALL KINDS OF 
HctrdwarE! 
C UNS AND AMUNITION A SPECIALTY. 
. 41/ES, IOJJl A . 
L, M, BOSWO~TH, 
Druggist and Bookseller, 
rJURNEll DRUG STORE. 
Toilet Articles and Base Ball Uoods a Specialty. 
AMES, IOWA. 
